TRIPS @ THE WHEEL
Where to go and how to get there

THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL
The Manual Training School was named after the famous German scientist, Joseph von Feyerabend, who founded it in 1861. The school was established to provide practical training in engineering, architecture, and other fields. In 1905, the school was renamed the Manual Training School, and it remains one of the oldest technical schools in the country.

Our Cycle Route No. 43
City Sight-Seeing Avenue, North of Chestnut Street:
A Bicycling Experience for All
Three Miles of the Public Buildings

I was both gratified and surprised at the letters of congratulation I received last year from our readers. It seems that many of you are interested in the Cycling Tours that we have been publishing, and we have decided to continue with the series.

Here are some of the highlights of our latest tour:

1. The Tour begins at the corner of Chestnut and Broad Streets, where you can see the famous William Penn statue.
2. As we cycle north on Broad Street, we pass by the historic Pennsylvania State Capitol, where the state legislature meets.
3. Continuing north on Broad Street, we come to the Philadelphia Museum of Art, which houses one of the world's finest collections of American and European art.
4. We then turn left onto Walnut Street, where we have a great view of the Philadelphia Zoo, which is home to over 1,000 animals.
5. Finally, we arrive at the historic Independence Hall, where the Declaration of Independence was signed.

Join us on our next Cycling Tour, where we will explore even more of the city's history and culture.

THE CROOKEDST THING

The Crookedst Thing is a famous statue located in the city of Philadelphia. It was created by the famous sculptor, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, and is located in the heart of the city, near the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

The statue depicts a young boy, representing the spirit of America, standing on a ship and looking out over the horizon. The sculpture is made of marble and stands over 9 feet tall. It is considered one of the most important American works of art of the 20th century.

Join us on our next Cycling Tour, where we will explore the Crookedst Thing and many other interesting sights in the city.

GIRARD COLLEGE

Girard College is a boarding school located in Philadelphia. It was founded in 1832 by Benjamin Rush, a well-known physician and abolitionist, and is named after the famous American statesman, Benjamin Girard.

The college has a rich history and is known for its emphasis on education and social justice. It is one of the oldest and most prestigious boarding schools in the United States.

Join us on our next Cycling Tour, where we will explore Girard College and many other interesting sights in the city.